
Redmine - Patch #12819

German translation for #12251 r11168 and #10191 r11173

2013-01-12 13:54 - Daniel Felix

Status: Closed Start date:  

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category: Translations Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Description

As described. German translation for #12251 r11168 and #10191 r11173

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Feature #12251: Custom fields: 'Multiple values' should ... Closed

Related to Redmine - Feature #10191: Add Filters For Spent time's Details and... Closed

Associated revisions

Revision 11175 - 2013-01-12 14:26 - Toshi MARUYAMA

German translation updated by Daniel Felix (#12819)

History

#1 - 2013-01-12 14:03 - Daniel Felix

- File translation_de_r11173.diff added

- Subject changed from German translation for #12251 r11168 to German translation for #12251 r11168 and #10191 r11173

- Description updated

- Target version set to 2.3.0

Attached the Patch for #10191 r11173

#2 - 2013-01-12 14:27 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Status changed from New to Closed

- Target version deleted (2.3.0)

Committed in trunk r11175, thanks.

#3 - 2013-01-12 15:12 - Daniel Felix

- Target version set to 2.3.0

Set target version to 2.3.0 in favor that the corresponding tickets will be solved in 2.3.0.

#4 - 2013-01-12 16:19 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Target version deleted (2.3.0)

Daniel Felix wrote:

Set target version to 2.3.0 in favor that the corresponding tickets will be solved in 2.3.0.

 Translations for new feature are not needed to set target.

It is very confusing.

For example 0.9.0

Bulgarian translation is updated very rapidly.

http://www.redmine.org/projects/redmine/repository/changes/trunk/config/locales/bg.yml

If these are set target next major version, ChangeLog has many patch issues.

It is very confusing.
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https://www.redmine.org/issues/12251
https://www.redmine.org/projects/redmine/repository/svn/revisions/11168
https://www.redmine.org/issues/10191
https://www.redmine.org/projects/redmine/repository/svn/revisions/11173
https://www.redmine.org/issues/10191
https://www.redmine.org/projects/redmine/repository/svn/revisions/11173
https://www.redmine.org/projects/redmine/repository/svn/revisions/11175
http://www.redmine.org/projects/redmine/issues?utf8=%E2%9C%93&set_filter=1&f%5B%5D=status_id&op%5Bstatus_id%5D=*&f%5B%5D=fixed_version_id&op%5Bfixed_version_id%5D=%3D&v%5Bfixed_version_id%5D%5B%5D=6&f%5B%5D=category_id&op%5Bcategory_id%5D=%3D&v%5Bcategory_id%5D%5B%5D=12&f%5B%5D=&c%5B%5D=tracker&c%5B%5D=status&c%5B%5D=subject&c%5B%5D=updated_on&c%5B%5D=category&group_by=
http://www.redmine.org/projects/redmine/repository/changes/trunk/config/locales/bg.yml


Major version ChangeLog should have only translation changes.

For example: #11412, #12754.

#5 - 2013-01-12 16:22 - Daniel Felix

Ah okay. Sorry. :-)

Thanks for these infos!

Files

translation_de_r11168.diff 1.41 KB 2013-01-12 Daniel Felix

translation_de_r11173.diff 600 Bytes 2013-01-12 Daniel Felix
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